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Dixie County 

Chamber of 

Commerce does 

it again; 

Fly-In, offers fun, 

music and business 

networking 

 

Opening acrobatic airplane 

pilots Scott Barone (left) 

and Charlie Patterson 

(right), both of Tampa, flank 

Kenneth Bell (center) of 

Bell's Tree Service. Bell was 

among the leaders in the 

radio-controlled 

aircraft demonstrations. 

Interestingly, one of Bell’s 

radio-controlled planes is a 

replica of the actual plane 

flown by Patterson, an Edge 540. Barone piloted an aircraft owned by Scott 

Aviation LLC. The year make and model of that acrobatic ‘smoke’ displaying 

aircraft was a 2000 Extra Flugzeugbau GMBH EA 300/L.   Pilot Patterson flew 

a 2001 Edge 540-T owned by Envy Aviation LLC. These three men were among the 

many, many stars who are part of a huge army of volunteers that went to Cross 

City -- attracted by the Dixie County Chamber of Commerce -- to help promote 

tourism and other forms of business in Dixie County. 
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     CROSS CITY AIRPORT – The Dixie County Chamber of Commerce once again provided 

an amazing daylong bunch of fun, products, services, musical performances, food and business 

networking opportunities at the Annual Fly-In, Cruise-In and Business Expo at the Cross City 

Airport on Saturday (April 27). 

     Admission was free. Parking was free. Many business interests were even giving away bottles 

of free water. 

     This event not only had everything related to flying, but the automotive and entertainment 

industries brought out the best from volunteers, enterprisers and visitors as well. 

     Everyone from breast-feeding babies to people who needed motorized wheelchairs to move 

about made the most of the beautiful spring weather at the airport in Cross City. 

 

~ 
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https://youtu.be/IaKCo1upEeo  

In this set of clips, some of the opening airshow is seen. Pilots Scott Barone and 

Charlie Patterson, both of Tampa, provided opening and closing performances 

that wowed the crowd. 
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The three photos above are still shots of the air that was decorated by pilots Scott 

Barone and Charlie Patterson, both of Tampa. The two gentlemen airmen donate 

their time and other resources (planes, fuel, time) to friends and family who enjoy 

aviation. The Cross City Airport has two asphalt runways, 13-31 (5,001 feet long) 

which was reconstructed in 2015 and 4-42 (5,005 feet long). In August of 1942, the 

facility was requisitioned by the United States Army Air Forces as a World War II 

military airfield, and was named Cross City Army Airfield. After the war, the 

airfield was returned to civil control. Dixie Aviation maintains the airport 

terminal, providing fuel and exceptional service. Barone said their friend who 

invited them to help open and close the event is the air boss for this event. 

 

 
After their opening decorating of the air and very close acrobatic flying, pilots 

Scott Barone and Charlie Patterson create something on the ground that is known 

as a Smoke Doughnut. For car racing fans, this is similar to a burnout by a winning 

driver in a race. 

 

     Musicians performed at a very well-designed stage, next to an incredibly large oak tree with 

picnic benches available there. 
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     There were plane rides and helicopter rides available for a price, as well as for free. 

     Many business interests provided displays and vendors of products and services abounded. 

There were radio-controlled aircraft and other aircraft demonstrations on tap as well. And there 

were cars, trucks and bikes on display on the ground as well. 

     Entertainers performing for this year's event include Jamey King, Kerry Gordon, Krista 

Campbell and Billy Miller. Bob Leichner improved the sound system at the airport this year, by 

the way, so that everyone could hear from the emcee, regardless of how far out on the airport 

property they were. 

     Leichner also organized the performances of the outstanding talent who gave of their time 

and resources to add that aspect to this excellent event. Another set of voluntary performers at 

the scene were the Dixie County High School Marching Band. 

     The Entertainment Stage came alive with performers starting at 10:30 a.m. that Saturday at 

the airport, with each artist performing a one-hour show starting at the half hour. Before and 

after then, there was music from recording artists played at the location. 

     After an opening invocation that morning, Kathryn Lancaster, a financial advisor with 

Edward Jones of Chiefland sang The Star-Spangled banner. 

     The very long list of organizations and vendors was very extensive again this year, and every 

visitor could have spent hours at each stop. 

 

 
Krista Campbell performs at the event. This gifted singer is renowned for her 

incredibly huge library of musical stylings from many eras and genres. A native of 

Detroit, Michigan, Campbell has been performing in the area for many years now. 
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A paraglider flies over the airport area. 

 

 
Civil Air Patrol Cadet 2nd Lt. Mark Morrissey, 17, of Gainesville helps direct 

visitors.  He was one of several CAP volunteers from Gainesville and came to help 

at the event. To learn about the Civil Air Patrol – which is the United States Air 

Force Auxiliary, please visit https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/. 

 

https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/
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Standing in front of a 1971 Huey helicopter are pilot Leslie W. Brusse, Roger S. 

Zupon and Crew Chief Roger Mixon. They were part of the many volunteers from 

Ozark, Alabama’s Friends of Army Aviation (FAA). FAA Director of Operations 

Charles ‘Chuck’ Schieffer said the $50 fee for a 10-minute ride is allowed because 

the Federal Aviation Administration lists this vehicle (a Vietnam era Army 

helicopter) as a legacy experimental aircraft. This non-profit group can give rides 

for hire as a result, he said. (There were many other pilots for this aircraft and 

other volunteers helping this group.) 

 

 

Garrett Byrd 

throws a beanbag 

in the game called 

Cornhole as he 

competes with LJ 

Conquest (not 

pictured) in front 

of the Reed’s 

Metals display 

area at the Expo. 

Arthur Conquest, 

LJ’s father, 

brought a stockcar 

that he races to 

the vent as well. 

Reed’s Metals was among the business interests who gave thirsty visitors free, 

chilled bottled water. 
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The Dixie County High School Marching Band enters the airport. Seen here, the 

musicians are not fully uniformed, however soon-after they were on the tarmac in 

full uniform with musical instruments. 

 

 
AmVets Post 42 of Chiefland gave away a guitar and amplifier through a raffle that 

day.  Seen here in the front row (from left) are Heike Herrmann-Tross and Renee 

Washburn, and back row (from left) Bill Scott, Bob Leichner and Steve 

Washburn.  Leichner of Dixie Music Center donated the guitar and amplifier to the 

AmVets. 
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Heather Smith and Heather Bellot of Drummond Community Bank man a tent for 

the financial institution at the event. Drummond Community Bank is another one 

of the businesses that gave away free water. 

 
Kenneth Bell stands next to his Edge 540 radio-controlled airplane. It runs on 

gasoline, which powers the 170 CC two-stroke engine. It has a 126-inch (10-foot, 

six-inch) wingspan and is 118 inches (nine feet, eight inches) long. This aircraft 
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costs about $5,500 to build. 

 

 

 

 

 
This Fokker Dr.I, often known simply as the Fokker Triplane, was a World War I 

fighter aircraft built by Fokker-Flugzeugwerke. 
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In the four photos above, the pilots of the radio-controlled planes demonstrate 

their acrobatic skills. Notice the contrail of the jet far away in the fourth photo. 
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This biplane and this USAF decorated plane are among the many, many aircraft on 

display in Dixie County on Saturday. Refurbished 
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This ShandsCair helicopter is among the fleet of flying ambulances serving 

patients in Florida. This three-man crew is Chris Sands, pilot; Paramedic Justin 

Davis and Flight Nurse Jason Iams. 

 

 
This children’s train, with each car being a flying vehicle – and the last one being a 

flying saucer – was part of the many benefits brought to the event by the 

Experimental Aircraft Association Chapter 797 of Live Oak. The EAA 797 brought 

three pilots – Tommy Diederman, Dennis Wolcott and Brad Bedenbaugh to give 

free flights as part of the Young Eagles. 
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There were 163 children who enjoyed these free flights during the Wings Over 

Suwannee event on March 29 and 30. David Poirier, Young Eagles coordinator and 

himself a pilot, said the purpose of the program is to introduce children to aviation 

and to develop the next generation of pilots. In the past four years of him being 

coordinator, there have been 700 kids who have experienced these free flights, he 

said. All of the pilots donate their planes, fuel, time and share their wisdom with 

the young future pilots for free, Poirier said. 
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This high-flying jet was not part of the Chamber event, but it offered a photo op. 
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This Civil Air Patrol plane, a 2001 Cessna 172S, was near the tent for the CAP. 

 

 
Kyle 'KC' Gibson is an independent candidate already running to be Florida's next 

governor. 

 

 
State Rep. Chuck Clemons (R-Newberry Dist. 21), who is the member of the Florida 
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House of Representatives for all of Dixie County, Gilchrist county and part of 

Alachua County ventures from the parking area toward the airport on Saturday. 

 

 
Barbara Locke (left), the administrator for the Florida Department of Health units 

in Levy, Dixie and Gilchrist counties joins Star Pope, R.N., of the Dixie County 

unit, at the table for the Florida Department of Health. They were among the 

scores of people in the Expo part of this big Chamber event. 
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This 1969 Chevrolet Camaro (above-engine below) was among the 73 vehicles at 

the Cruise-In part of the event. Dana Sheffield, a volunteer at the forefront of that 

aspect of this festive gathering, said the bulk of drivers registering their vehicles 

were from the Tri-County Area, and that drivers also came from included Live 

Oak, Valdosta, Jacksonville, St. Augustine and from Beverly Hills, Hernando, 
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Homosassa and Crystal River. There were several other car shows Saturday -- that 

limited the turnout. 

 

 

Exiting from one of the vehicles used to carry pedestrians to and from their parked 

cars, trucks, SUVs and motorcycles are a few people. Terry Dembo is the driver 

seen volunteering for the Dixie County Chamber of Commerce on this vehicle here. 

Other Chamber volunteers included Carol West, Debbie DeWeese, Cindy Bellot, 

Bob Leichner, Andrew Rains, Cheryll Jones, Jeff Carey, Debbie Dembo, Rebecca 

Fusco, Melanie Anderson, John Cherry, Dana Johnson, Robbie Lee, Ruth Ann 

Lovelace, Beverly Pivacek and a list of other people that is extensive. From start to 

finish the volunteers with the Dixie County Chamber of Commerce did it again. 


